
Nordic Strong Membership Prices
First timer 

Free
 

Unlimited classes & fitness space 
1500,- per month

 
Unlimited classes
1200,- per month

 
Unlimited fitness space 

500,- per month
 

Student
600,-

 
10 classes 

1300,-
 

5 class opening offer
400,-

 
1 class 

150,-
 

*All intro classes are free

Nordic Strong
The Nordic Strong Signature workout. Swapping between strength and cardio training in short intervals, this
high-intensity, dynamic class shows you what your body can do - all whilst keeping it low-impact. Spurts of

intense exercise alternate with calmer recovery periods, whilst our inspiring instructors keep each class
high-energy and entertaining.

-> Alternate intense and lower energy exercises
-> Push your limits

-> Strengthen your core

Nordic Balance
The Nordic Balance class works both the deeper stabilizing and the peripheral muscles. Highlighting the

Nordic Trainer's ability to improve balance and strengthen the core whilst toning and sculpting, this is the
perfect full-body workout for fans of lower-tempo regimes such as Pilates and yoga. 

-> Stretch and lengthen muscles
-> Increase balance and core strength

-> Sculpt and tone your body
-> Improve posture

Nordic Cardio
Based on cross-country skiing techniques, a sport which activates more muscles than any other, the Nordic
Cardio class uses the Nordic Trainer to improve endurance and boost calorie burn. Expect maximum results

with minimum impact - this low-impact class will test the power of your mind and body.
-> Improve endurance of body and mind

-> Boost calorie burn
-> Increase VO2 max

-> Maximize results with minimum impact
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The Nordic Strong studio
 

The Nordic Strong workout space is fitted with soft, ever-changing lights that imitate
this natural experience. Take a deep breath and let the colors wash over you, absorb

your thoughts, and ground you in the present - a reminder to look up, to look outwards,
and to open up to new experiences - a state of mind to carry into your everyday.

 
You will alternate between exercises on the Nordic Trainer and the floor in the studio.

For floor exercises, we are using dumbbells. 

Memberships
 

Nordic Strong offers membership to Nordic Strong fitness classes and to a regular
fitness space. You will find 3 different types of class-based workouts. All three workouts
include the Nordic Trainer as the main fitness equipment. The workouts differ in terms of

how the Nordic Trainer is being used and the tempo of the class. In our fitness space,
you will find functional training equipment and fitness machines. If you just wish to train

or book a PT session, then our fitness space is the place to be. 
 

In the Nordic Spa we offer free sauna use, ice bucket showers and luxurious salt and oil
products to rub your body in.

Member benefits
 

-Access to the Nordic Spa
-Complimentary towels

-Hair and body products from Nordic Strong's own product line
-Hairdryer and straightener

-Female products


